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ITEM
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PAPER TITLE
Public Health Annual Report

Governing Body in Public Meeting - 22/09/2015
Matters Arising
GOV/15/05/17

ACTION
FC presented the Council's annual report, it was
on the health of the local population, to account
for public health activity and to chart progress.
HO offered to discuss the use of funding for NHS
Health Checks with the Council.

JR said there was a clear commitment across the
system to develop a workforce strategy group.
The first meeting will be in September and JR
would feedback at the September Governing
Body meeting.

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE
FC/HO

EXPECTED
UPDATE
COMPLETION DATE
Nov-15
FC/HO to update the Governing Body members when there is more information later
in the year. Ongoing.
19/5/15 - There will be an update from FC when she has more information.
Meanwhile, Helen Osborn has been involved with ongoing talks with John Goodall at
Wiltshire Council. RS-H will pick this up with Helen.
21/7/15 - HO has been in discussion with John Goodall about how this is taken
forward. The Public Health Annual Report 2013/14 should be ready for the
November meeting. Ongoing.

Jro

Sep-15

MH

Sep-15

GOV/15/07/06

Action Tracker

GOV/15/07/09a

Mental Health Update

BS had recently had requests from the
community services asking how to get involved
and make the appropriate links. TW wanted to
hear back from GPs if they felt they were not
being supported. TW would work with BS and
AWP to further develop the integration.

TW/BS

Sep-15

GOV/15/07/09b

MH and WB Strategy - Implementation Plan

AC stated that dual diagnosis should be included
in the MH strategy as this was an area of the
population that was under-served. Specifically,
the link into drug and alcohol services should be
mentioned in the strategy. JCu and DH to pick up
as an action.

JCu/DH

Sep-15

Actions Outstanding May15-Mar16

MH said that there had been 15 breaches in May
against the cancer wait target: specific action
plans had been requested and there would be an
event organised in August to see how this issue
could be addressed going forward. An action
plan for each individual patient had been
requested from the providers. MH added that
there had been no guidance on diagnostic rates
so far from NHSE, although there probably would
be in the future. MH would further update at the
September meeting.

